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For more information give 
us a call or visit our website today. 

800.544.9538
protect-allflooring.com

Manufactured by Oscoda Plastics® 5585 N. Huron Ave.  |  Oscoda, MI 48750

Flooring That Works For You

*Matte finish is high-traction certified by the National Floor Safety Institute. 
“Oscoda Plastics” is a brand owned by Holcim Solutions and Products US, LLC. 
“Protect-All Designer Series”, “Oscoda Plastics” and “Protect-All” are registered trademarks owned by  
Holcim Solutions and Products US, LLC. 
OP020001-PA Color Brochure ORG: 7.26.22 REV: 2.8.24

FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
Resilient Flooring
VINYL COLOR OPTIONS

Protect-All Resilient Flooring
It’s DurableIt’s Durable

Protect-All withstands diverse weight loads and temperatures, from Protect-All withstands diverse weight loads and temperatures, from 
steamy environments to subzero conditions. Its durable design steamy environments to subzero conditions. Its durable design 
effectively resists impacts and punctures commonly encountered in effectively resists impacts and punctures commonly encountered in 
high-traffic areas. The monolithic formulation eliminates wear layers, high-traffic areas. The monolithic formulation eliminates wear layers, 
potentially lowering annual maintenance expenses compared to potentially lowering annual maintenance expenses compared to 
alternative resilient flooring choices.alternative resilient flooring choices.

It’s Sustainable It’s Sustainable 

Crafted from more than 90% recycled materials, Protect-All plays Crafted from more than 90% recycled materials, Protect-All plays 
a pivotal role in diverting millions of pounds of vinyl waste from a pivotal role in diverting millions of pounds of vinyl waste from 
landfills each year. By choosing Protect-All, you not only opt for landfills each year. By choosing Protect-All, you not only opt for 
an aesthetically pleasing and durable flooring solution but also an aesthetically pleasing and durable flooring solution but also 
contribute to sustainability efforts. Earn credits with the U.S. Green contribute to sustainability efforts. Earn credits with the U.S. Green 
Building Council, as Protect-All embodies a commitment to both Building Council, as Protect-All embodies a commitment to both 
visual appeal and environmental responsibility.visual appeal and environmental responsibility.

It’s ComfortableIt’s Comfortable  

Protect-All stands out as the optimal choice in delivering underfoot Protect-All stands out as the optimal choice in delivering underfoot 
comfort and safety. With its 1/4-inch thickness, it reduces leg fatigue comfort and safety. With its 1/4-inch thickness, it reduces leg fatigue 
and absorbs sound, resulting in reduced noise levels. In addition, and absorbs sound, resulting in reduced noise levels. In addition, 
designed to boost footing confidence, Protect-All Flooring is  designed to boost footing confidence, Protect-All Flooring is  
high-traction certified*, offering an extra layer of protection in slip-high-traction certified*, offering an extra layer of protection in slip-
prone areas. prone areas. 

It’s SanitaryIt’s Sanitary  

Protect-All flooring excels in maintaining a sanitary environment. Protect-All flooring excels in maintaining a sanitary environment. 
Resistant to mildew and bacterial growth, it exhibits an impervious Resistant to mildew and bacterial growth, it exhibits an impervious 
nature to water absorption. Even when exposed to chemicals, nature to water absorption. Even when exposed to chemicals, 
animal fats or grease, it remains non-corrosive, making it the animal fats or grease, it remains non-corrosive, making it the 
superior choice for hygiene. In addition, Protect-All withstands superior choice for hygiene. In addition, Protect-All withstands 
routine cleaning without the need for waxing or stripping.routine cleaning without the need for waxing or stripping.



Protect-All® flooring is available in five sizes and in thicknesses of 1/4” and 1/8”. Protect-All Designer Series® is only in 1/4” thickness.

Dark Gray Light Gray Terra Cotta Black

Burgundy Green Blue Brown

Flooring Base Color Options
Protect-All Classic Series is available to order or can be used as a base color to create a custom  
Protect-All Designer Series color. Colors shown are representations, actual color may vary.

Option A - Popular Flooring Colors
Choose between four of Protect-All’s most popular colors which feature a special combination of three fleck colors. These options have a  
limited lead time. Colors are not able to be customized. Colors shown are representations, actual color may vary.

Graphite UltraNorthern Lights UltraCityscape Ultra Glacier Ultra

Option C - Customizable Fleck Combination and Flooring Base
Pick up to three fleck colors to put on any of Protect-All’s eight Flooring Base colors to create the perfect combination for any  
application. Option C requires a minimum square foot order and may have extended lead times. Fleck saturation is 25%. Fleck colors 
are equal parts within each mix. Colors shown are representations, actual color may vary. 

Red Tan Orange Terra Cotta Yellow Mint Green

Green Light Blue Blue Light Purple Purple Light Gray

1/4” only

Sizes

Option B - Choose Fleck Combination and Flooring Base 
Choose between 10 standard fleck mixes to add to the eight Flooring Base colors. Fleck saturation is 25%. Fleck colors are equal parts  
within each mix. Colors shown are representations, actual color may vary. 

Light Purple and Gray 
Flecks

Purple and Gray Flecks

Red and White Flecks Yellow and White Flecks

Orange and Terra Cotta 
Flecks

Green and White Flecks

Tan and Terra Cotta 
Flecks

Gray and White FlecksYellow and Blue Flecks

Gloss Finish
All colors are available in gloss finish. Colors 
shown are representations, actual color may 
vary. Flooring samples are available upon 
request.

Durable SanitaryComfortable90% Sustainable

Glacier Ultra Gloss

5’ x 8’ Sheets 5’ x 30’ Rolls 5’ x 5’ Tiles 2’ x 2’ Tiles 18” x 18” Interlocking Tiles

Choose between three options of varying customization when ordering  
Protect-All Designer Series.

I’m Fleck!

Tan  and White Flecks

White

Dark Gray Black


